Press coverage March 2021

BIICL Press coverage

*Kenya v Somalia maritime dispute: the difficult task of drawing a line in the sea*

16/03/21 Radio France International (rfi)

*International arbitration*

April 2021 Financier Worldwide

*Awards and appointments round-up*

March 2021 St Catherines College Oxford News

*Annalena Baerbock: Can the Queen of Green seize the Bundestag?*

27/03/21 The New European

*The significance of Teitiota v New Zealand: McAdam speaks at the British Institute of International and Comparative Law*

30/3/21 UNSW website

**Blogs by BIICL staff**

*Bingham Centre Press coverage*

*Health Protection (Coronavirus, International Travel) (England) (Amendment) (No. 7) Regulations 2021 - Motion to Regret*

22/03/21 They Work For You (The Lords)

**Blogs by Bingham Centre staff**

*A Short-Term Option for Addressing Misinformation during Public Health Emergencies: Online Nudging and the Human Right to Freedom of Thought*

09 March 2021 Opinio Juris

*Power and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Beyond the Separation of Powers?*

24/03/21 Reconnect Blog
While Scottish independence would have immediate economic costs, history suggests there are long-term benefits.

30/03/21 LSE Politics and Policy Blog